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The work is an exploration of a particular urban space: in the premiere it took place in 300 meters of a street in
the center of Madrid. With The Internationale as raw material, the ongoing concentration and dispersion
movements of music, sound and musicians create a huge sound sculpture in continuous transformation, fed by
the poetics of the paradox between unity and plurality, simultaneity and asynchronicity, grouping and
dissemination.

GENERAL PERFORMING NOTES
SPACE
There are three general situations of placement, indicated as such in the score
!
A: Free placement within the center of the street
!
B (parts 3 to 7): Placement in line
!
!
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C (final, part 9): Free placement a few meters away from the right extreme of B
There are also situations of transitions between placements, properly indicated in the score.

SYNCHRONY
There is no conductor for the piece. In order to guarantee the synchronization, there is a click track
that every performer should hear from an own mp3 player or smartphone.
The initial synchronization could be simply done per hand, a difference of until one or two seconds
between click tracks is tolerated.

INSTRUMENTS
• SAXOPHONES:
• alto sax
• smartphone or mp3 player with headphones (preferably in-ear)
• PERCUSSION
• hanging snare drum
• drum sticks
• a pair of small chinese cymbals, hanging
• megaphone
• smartphone or mp3 player with headphones (preferably in-ear)

NOTATION:
Several sections of the piece use indeterminate notation, indicated always within a frame.
Examples:

Free pitches, rhythm is a pulse between quarter=15 and quarter=60

Pitch sequence F#-B. Rhythms free between eight+quarter and half+whole.
Rests between eight rest and half rest.
(saxs 1 to 5 and 11 to 15).
Pitches C#4 or C#5. Played either as a slap, short note or long note of a
duration between an eight and a half. Possible microintervalic variation
between C+1/4 tone and C+3/4 tones. Dynamics are free between mp and ff
with possible crescendos or decrescendos
(percs 1 to 5 and 11 to 15)
Instrument: megaphone
Possible actions: sound with paper, vocal sound, hand percussion
Dynamics, free between mp and ff
TRANSITIONS:
Along the whole work, there is a great number of transtions from one situation to another, some of
them really long. There are basically two types of transitions:
1) Gradual transitions: indicated with a waving line, they indicate a gradual change from one
situation to another
2) Statistic transitions: indicated with a dashed line, they indicate statistical changes from one
situation to another, without intermediate states.
DESCRIPTION OF SECTIONS
1. ENCOUNTER
The piece starts as a kind of flashmob: the different performers enter gradually to the space A,
choose a free place and play freely to themselves.
Saxs choose a song, to which they feel identified.
Percussion players play a free rhythm, ideally a rhythm that spectators identify as “music”: with the
snare drum, with the cymbals, with both, with the sticks... Everything except megaphone
2. DISSEMINATION
In the whole section, performers move very gradually towards the expanded situation of B.
2a: They gradually start to build a loop over the played song or rhythm, that will gradually shorten
until it gets to a unique note or percussive action in 2b.
2b: Every performer does a constant pulse over a note or percussive action, which they can change
freely every 10 to 20 seconds. Both the note and the percussive action will be gradually tending to a
confluence on 2c:

2c: saxs always E, percs always cymbals. Every performer a constant pulse, that will never change
any longer.
3. PROPAGATION
In this section starts a kind of action, whose principle will keep also active in section 4. It is a
propagation movement of the sound from one extreme of the B space (sax 1, perc 1) to the other
extreme (sax 15, perc 15). It is as a kind of domino movement, in which the actions propagate lineally
from performer to performer: s1, p1, s2, p2, s3, p3... The visual contact among performers is highly
necessary.
3a: Linear movement from s1 to p15 and turn around to s1. Pulse starts at 60 and gradually increases
within 2 minutes.
3b and 3c: Movement is independent between saxophones and percussions; they don’t synchronize
with each other. Gradually there will be more impulses per lap: s1 and p1 will not have to wait till the
impulse reaches the extreme of the chain, but they introduce more impulses in-between. As indicated
in the score, this propagation in 3b and 3c doesn’t have a turn around, it stacks a s15 and p15.
4. CHOIR
The same logic as before continues, with the added difficulty of more complex materials.
5. CONCENTRATION
(saxs) The section starts as the preceding one, but the impulses are now chained in dynamics, so that
the spectator will perceive a continuous moving sound. Intensities should be complementary for that
(as written). An elevation of the instrument’s chain can be done to facilitate the movement for both
the performers and the auditors.
At the end of the section, saxophones move gradually towards the left extreme of the street (B0), and
percussion players towards the right extreme (B1)
6. BIFURCATIONS
In this whole section, intensity is tied to the lateral position on the street: the left extreme (B0) means
dynamic = zero, whereas the right extreme (B1) means maximal dynamic (ff). The performer should
gradually move as a pendulum from one extreme to the other, very slowly at the beginning (6a), and
gradually accelerating until 6d and coming back again to the statism in 6e).
In addition, during the whole section several bifurcations take place:
6a: Without bifurcation: sax and percs in tutti. Indicated materials.
6b: Bifurcation in halfs: evens and odds
!
Saxs: different transposition for each bifurcation, the rest is identical.
!
Percs. Odds snare drum with snares, evens snare drum without snares.
6c: Bifurcation in thirds:
!
Sax: same logic as before
!
Percs: The same, with the addition of the megaphone
6d: idem
6d to 6e: All performers change gradually their material until they converge in the tutti of 6e.

7. VOICE
7a: Situation of chain reaction between the extremes of the line (1to5 and 11to15), 6to10 tacet till 7b.
The reactive principle works as a kind of question-answer:
1) 1to5 do a quick group of actions (every performer chooses a single action among the
indicated possibilities)
2) Pause (between 2 and 8 seconds, aprox.)
3) 11to15 react with another quick group of actions (every performer chooses a single action
among the indicated possibilities)
7b: Same situation between the groups, plus the gradual fade in of the central group of saxophones
(6to10) and the percussion tutti directs gradually towards the feedback tenuto of megaphones.
7c: Slow pulse in snare drums that gradually accelerates to the roll of 8a
8. MARCH
Departure situation: saxs 6to0 and percs 6to10 keep the indicated material.
At 34’45” s1 and p1 start the indicated action and move gradually towards the position of s2 and p2
(35’00”). In this moment, s2 and p2 starts their indicated action and the four (s1, p1, s2 and p2) walk
towards the position of s3 and p3. And so on.
6to10 keep the beginning action until the movement reaches them, where they should change to the
corresponding indicated action.
Percs: in 37’15” and 38’45” 1to8 and 9to15, respectively, change from their instrument (cymbals or
snare drum) to a percussion over the megaphone. This change will reverse at 40’15”.
9. MEETING
At 9 the whole increasing performers march reaches the position C.
In this section, there is a movement indicated as “spin”. It means, that when the performer plays, he
or she should move spinning around him or herself.. The amplitude and speed of the movement
grows from 39’00” to 40’15”, in a parallel way to dynamics: louder = faster and wider movement.
From 40’15” onwards, the movement will gradually slow down, until it remains completely static in
the indicated place. Dynamics continue in ff until the end.
In addition, there are two groups: 1to8 and 9to15. In the central part of the score is written their
presence in form of a crescendo and decrescendo: it does not mean dynamic, but the density of
actions performed (less or more actions per time unit).
End: Little by little, the performers will stop their movement until they remain completely frozen; in
this moment, they should stop playing. At 42’00”, the percussion players will record, with the
megaphone, the remaining saxophone texture, and at 9c they will play it back in crescendo until
44’30”, where they will suddenly stop.

